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ATTENTION
----------------------------
The Arbiter will not be publish-
ing a print edition for the next
week and half. During this time,
check out arblteronllne.com for
breaking news updates.
BIZTECH
PAGE 4
Look to see how big business
is dealing with generatlonY
and find out about local realty
companies.
OPINION
Students tackle race Issues. The
Arbiter Editorial Board gives Its
final shots before spring break.
CULTURE
)
1
PAGE 6
Get the Inside story on the MFA
Poetry Reading last week, whlie
exploring the culture of BSU's
West Campus.
SPORTS
PAGE8
Take one last look at the
remarkable season of the
BSU women's basketball team
and bid a final fareweli to
long-time gymnastics coach
SamSandmlre.
ARBITERONllNE.COM
Get caught up on all the week's
news with The Arbiter's latest
edition of the webcast "Out of
The Blue".
WEATHER
MONDAY
High: 68F / Low 44F'
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TUESDAY
High-: 72F / Low 49F
j.~.
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WEDNESDAY
High: 54F / Low 40F
ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
"Night at the Museum."
SPB family movie night
The film Is free for Boise State
students with ID and their families.
The film Is rated PG. Free popcom
and soda will be provided for
moyiegoers. Located at the Special
Events Center from 7-11 p.m.
FRIDAY
Women's History Month national
jlJrted art exhibition.
Located In the SUB Art Gallery, this
art exhlbltion'ls a display of varous
art mediums from women artists
from around the country.
The art was selected by Jurors
Laurle Blakeslee, Julie Clemons
and Jennie Myers.,
NEXT THURSDAY
His Holiness Srl Srl Ravl Shankar:
"leading Into the Ught:
The Art of Uvlng foundation founder
His Holiness Sri Sri Ravl Shankar will
be speaking at the Boise Centre on
the Grove April!, 2007, at 5 p.rn,
He Is a.humanltarlan who has been
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize
each of the last five years •.TIckets
start at $10. To purchase ticketS
call (2c;18) 353-3297 orvla email
bOlse@Us.attoftlvlng;org. . .
Stein to resign as ASBSU vice president
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Managing Editor
The recently elected Associated
Students of Boise State University
vice president was sworn into of-
ficeWednesday night. According to
sources within ASBSU,he was set to
resign this morning.
Evan Stein, the Team Bronco
candidate elected on the executive
ticket with President AmyOrtmann
did not attend the debates in the
Student Union Building two weeks
ago. He did not campaign with
Ortmann and the rest of the politi-
cal party. He has not answered any
of Ortmann's phone calls in two
weeks. They haven't spoken since
the debates. The Arbiter also failed
in all attempts to retrieve comment
from him on his status.
"I have been trying to get a
hold of him," Ortmann said.
"We were worried about his
status because he doesn't act like
that usually."
Despite the lack of communica-
tion between Ortmann and Stein,
the Team Bronco candidates con-
, tinued to run on the same tick-
et. They won the election with
567 votes, 159 more than the run-
ners-up Britton Holdaway and
Jennifer Stolley.
"I took It upon my shoulders to
make it happen, 'took responsibil-
ity for our campaign," Ortmann
said. "I still haven't even talked to
-him about It. I have an Issue with
him taking the oath. Whoever takes
that oath ... Iwant them to be on the
same page as me. When you raise
your right hand you promise to rep-
resent the students."
There is no wording in the ASBSU
code regarding the handling ofthis
situation, since It has never hap-
pened before. If Stein were to not
swear the oath of office (which The
Arbiter cannot report accurately,
since the oath ceremony occurred
after press time Wednesday) the
ASBSU Judiciary would have to
.convene to address the situation of
not having a vice president.
Ortmann was advised to have
Stein take the oath and then resign.
Otherwise the Issue would go to the
judiciary. If Stein swore the oath
and then resigned, Ortmann could
hoid her position as president.
The ASBSUJudiciary would have
the option to do many things, since
there is no precedent. It could ask
Ortmann to appoint a new vice
president. It could also call for a
new election if it is perceived that
there was deceit on the part of
Team Bronco for not revealing the
fact that Stein was planning to re-
sign weeks prior to being elected.
Laurence Johnson ran for president
and informed everyone voting that
his running mate would resign.
Any student could file a coin-
plaint to the Judiciary, including
the losing presidential candidates.
It is also unknown whether or not
current president Wyatt S. Parke
would remain In office during this
possible quagmire.
According to Brody Astin, the
president of Alpha Kappa Lambda
(Stein's fraternity), Stein was plan-
, nlngtoattendtheceremonyandthen
resign today.
The next step, If Stein resigns, Is
to replace him. According to code,
Ortmann can appoint anyone. The
Senate must confirm the appoint-
ment. Ortmann has Interviewed
five possible replacements, whom
she declined to name, most of
whom are newly-elected senators.
"He was dedicated from the
start and then all of a sudden he
didn't show up," Ortmann said. "I
have been interviewing quite a few
people in the last week, just in case
he does resign.
"Itwllllook a littie fishy from the
students' perspectives. I wlll pick
the best VP I can and move forward
from there. I am pissed, because he
hasn't returned my phone calls. All
I can do is move on from it, pick a
new VP and move forward. I think
it's important to pick someone
who'was responsible."
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Kustra responds ...f) /
to controversia ,~
fliers posted. ,
around campus
BY CEAN SIEGEL
Assistant News Editor
The Boise State 'University
College Republicans wlll
host a lecture by former
CanyonCountyCommissioner
Robert Vasquez tonight in the
Student Union Building.
Fliers posted around cam-
pus .promctlng his speech,
titled "America's Illegal Alien
invasion," were called "of-
fensive and insulting" by
BSU . President Bob Kustra
in an email sent out to
students, staff and faculty
Wednesday morning.
The flier, a copy of which
is also posted on the College
Republicans Website, in-
vites everyone to "Celebrate
Cesar Chavez Week"
by coming to Vasquez's
speech, where a drawing
wlll be held in which par-
ticipants can win a free din-
ner by, climbing through a
hole in a fence.
"Climb through thehole in
the fence and enter your false
ID documents into the food'
stamp drawing!" the flier
states. Beneath the image of
the flier online, the College
Republicans posted a dis-
claimer.
"The College Republicans
are not racist, and do not wish
to offend anyone. We simply
want to bring attention to the
Win elln"", for two .t • foaIl
~1ciI" lleftlllJral!tl CIII'lIlI
throu,," th8 hoi. In lhe fellQl
and enter yourfa" ID
document, Into th8 food
II1mo elrllWln,,1
problem oflllegalimmigration
in America, and have chosen a
humorous approach to draw
interest and student involve-
ment,' their website said. '
The fliers did offend a
number of people, includ-
ing Kustra, who let the cam-
pus community know his
thoughts via email.
According to Kustra's letter,
in the future the approval pro-
cess for fliers and postings wlll
include more accountabil-
ity. He also urged the College
Republicans to remove the fli-
ers from campus.
"I apologize most sincerely
'to those rightly hurt and of-
fended by -thIs· controversy, n
Kustra wrote.
The group did not take down
the fliers.
College
Republicans
President Jonathan
Sawmlller feels that
although the filer is not
politically correct, it is not
in fact racist, and the univer-
sity is being unfair in singling
out their organization.
"We feel like we've been
singled out because of our
views," Sawmlller said.
"[The administration
is1 stomping all over the
First Amendment and the
freedom of speech."
Sawmlller said they are
simply providing a different
point of view. He named oth-
er events that have happened
on campus that were contro-
versial as well, including the
Vagina Monologues.
"We know it's not politi-
cally correct. There are a
lot of things- that need to be
said that are not politically
correct,' Sawmlller said.
Contacted Saturday by the
Idaho Press-Tribune, Vasquez
said, the College
Republicans were practicing
their "free speech and cre-
ativity." He also said that his
speech and the related pro-
ceedings were not meant to
be racist, and individuals who \were upset wlth his message
"find racism In everything
that they disagree with .•
..
I
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the students' choice of speaker, for-
mer Canyon County Commissioner
Robert Vasquez, Camacho said the
group fails to portray that illegal Im-
migration is a human issue.
"They are not talking about hu-
man beings; they are ignoring this.
They are trying to show their ide-
ology without respecting people,"
Camacho said. "They show that they
don't know what to respect people
means. Any human being, no mat-
ter what race or political opinion,
any single human being deserves re-
spect. And apparently, they have not
learned this lesson."
While it is easy to say "divisive"
things to tear people down, Camacho
said the students should take up a
different calling - to use their influ-
ence to build people up.
"It'svery easy just to try to divide,
it's very easy, but what about to try
to unify?" he asked. "This is what I
expect from any of these political
groups and affiliations, to make a
contribution for the common group.
What weneed isharmony, how to in-
tegrate people, not to reject," he said.
Camacho said he received numerous
phone calls since the publication of
the flier from immigrants, legal and
Illegal alike, who were offended and
distraught by the flier's contents.
"They told me, 'We are working,
we are making a contribution, so
why do they try to make fun of us or
disrespect us?" Camacho said the
community's reaction, including a
protest planned during the immigra-
tion meeting, can help counter the
damage done through the flier. "If
the [students] decide to offendpeople
publicly,they have to be accountable
for that," he said. "The protest is part
of how they will be held accountable
for their words."
WORLD
dent and former World Bank of-
ficial, was backed by Washington
when he pushed through re-
forms during. a previous term as
finance minister.
He has met with Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice on her
visits to the Middle East. She will
be in the region again next week.
Miri Eisin, a spokeswoman for
Olmert, declined to comment on
Walles's meeting with Fayyad.
In an interview with AI-
Jazeera television, Fayyad said
that his aim in the meet-
ing was to find ways _"to lift.
the unjust siege imposed on
us," a reference to Western aid
sanctions imposed after Hamas
came to power a year a30
following its defeat of Fatah in
parliamentary elections.
The U.S., European Union
and Israel consider Hamas
a terrorist group.
The sanctions, and a cutoff by
Israel of tax and customs transfers,
left the Palestinian government
unable to pay wages of its employ-
ees, deepening poverty in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
Rice and her counterparts.
from the so-called Quartet c~
Middle East mediators, which also
includes the UN, EU and Russia,
spoke by telephone Monday
and decided to wait and see
if the new Palestinian gov-
ernment met international
demands before deciding how
.to proceed, according to Benita
Ferrero-Waldner, the EU's external
relations commissioner.
McCormack said there would
be no change in the aid embargo
unless the new government met
the Quartet demands.
But the diplomatic boycott is
eroding.
Alvaro de Soto, the UN special
envoy to the Middle -East, is to
meet Wednesday with Fayyad and
Palestinian Foreign Minister Ziad
Abu Arnr, a U.S-educated former
academic who also has had good
relations with the West.
France has invited Abu Amr to
Paris, and British officials have
indicated that they could meet
with him and Fayyad.
of the state's 850 marital rights and
protections. But the justices split-a-
3 on whether that legal recognition
should be called "marriage." The
majority ruled that the decision rest-
ed with the Legislature. And instead
of opting for marriage, lawmakers
chose civil unions.
"The sense of second-class citi-
zenship was'a lot stronger this time
around," said David Buckel, the
Lambda Legal attorney who argued
the case before the court. "And then
when lots of problems cropped up
with civil unions, people who were
already hesitant to embrace a rela-
tionship stamped as inferior decid-
ed mit to go through with it, because
what was the point?"
Indeed, he and others maintain
that recent experience has only
underscored just how inadequate
"separate but equal" is. In the past
month, Goldstein said, his organiza-
tion has received complaints from
20 "civil-unloned" couples who have
encountered resistance from em-
ployers, hospitals, and insurers that
have refused to extend marriage
benefits despite the couples' legal
status •.
"Make no mistake," Goldstein
said, "this is happening even though
it violates the Lewis v. Harris deci-
sion and the NewJersey civil-unions
statute that emerged from it."
Over the past month, 10 'other
couples reaffirmed civil unions they
had received outside New Jersey,
though such reaffirmation is not
legally required. The law automati-
cally extends civil union status to
couples who received that recog-
nition in Vermont, Connecticut or
California, and to those married in
Massachusetts, the only state that
allows gays to marry.
John Tomicki, president of the
NewJerseyCoalition to Preserve and
Protect Marriage and a sharp critic
of the Supreme Court decision, said
he was not surprised by the modest
number of civil union registrants.
"There just aren't a large number
of gay individuals who seek to rec-
ognize that relationship, despite
the clamor by their leaders," said
Tomicki, who is lobbying for a state
constitutional amendment to limit
marriage to heterosexual couples.
'LOCAL/BSU
Gay couples in New Jersey
pass on civil unions,
anticipate marriage
American diplomat meets
with Palestinian minister
Local priest says fliers
are hurtful to migrants
A senior U.S. diplomat met
the Palestinian finance min-
ister, the first American
contact with the new Palestinian
unity government. The meet-
ing was a sign of the U.S:s dis-
agreement with Israel over
how to. deal with the emerging
coalition between the Hamas
and Fatah factions.
The meeting between Jacob
Walles, the American consul-
general in Jerusalem, and
Palestinian Finance Minister
Salam Fayyad in the West Bank
town of Ramallah ended a year-
long diplomatic boycott by the U.S.
of the Palestinian government.
The U.S. had said earlier that
it would maintain contacts with
some Palestinians serving as
ministers in the new gov-
ernment who are not from
Harnas, although an aid
embargo would remain in place.
"We weren't going to cut off
contacts with those individu-
als with whom we had previously
had contact," State Department
spokesman Sean McCormack said
in Washington. "I know the Israeli
government has a different view
in this regard." .
The Israeli Cabinet voted to
shun the new Palestinian co-
alition on the grounds that its
platform fails to meet internation-
al demands to recognize Israel,
renounce violence or accept
previous agreements.
Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert urged other nations
to maintain a political and eco-
nomic boycott.
But the isolation imposed on
the previous Harnas-led admin-
istration is fracturing, with the
United Nations saying it will
hold contacts with ministers
who are not from the militant
group, and several European
countries suggesting they will do
the same.
Fayyad, a political indepen-
State officials announced Tuesday
that some 220 civil unions were
performed in the month since New
Jersey began recognizing same-sex
couples' right to marriage benefits,
a figure far below what gay activists
had anticipated.
"It appears that same-sex couples
are waiting for the real thing," said
Steven Goldstein, head of Garden
State Equality. "Wehappen to think
itmakes sense to fight tooth and nail
formarriage equality, but also to reg-
ister for a civil union to afford your- .
self the protection, even if it's less
than full equality." So far, the state
has received 2I9license applications
from municipal registrars since the
law went into effect on Feb. 19. Of
those, 13were in BergenCounty and
two were in Passaic County. Morris
County had 15;Hudson County had
19.Local registrars have 30 days to
send in the paperwork, which causes
a reporting lag.
"These numbers reflect only the
paperwork we've received so far, so
there are likely more civil unions
that have been performed and we
just haven't gotten the notices yet,"
Health Department spokesman Tom
Slater said.
The trickle of civil union regis-
trants contrasts sharply with the
1,700couples who registered in the
first month the state offered do-
mestic partnerships two years ago.
Domestic partnerships grant only a
handful of the hundreds of benefits
ofmarriage. Why, then, did gay cou-
ples flood local registrars then, and
not now?
In 2004, there was a sense of tre-
mendous breakthrough. But by last
year, when the state Supreme Court
was poised to rule on a lawsuit by
seven same-sex couples seeking the
right to marry, many court watchers
_ on both sides _ expected the panel
would rule for marriage. In the end,
the state Supreme Court, in Lewis
v. Harris, held unanimously that
same- sex couples were entitled to,all
WHAT THE? .
I'm here to settle this like
adults ... Whap! Smack!
After her daughter was injured
playing on a woman's backyard
trampoline in Barmulloch, Scotland,
the mother went over to the trampo-
line lady's house and punched her in
the face.Shewas arrested.
ROGER
CLYNE
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Volunteers spring
for an alternative
Volunteer Services Board hosts the Spring Break
Alternative trip for its fourth consecutive year
BY JOSLYN SALOW
News Writer
This is an opportunity for stu-
dents to learn about another cul-
ture, give to a community and spend
spring break in a unique way.Friday,
March 23, 17students and two advi-
sors will head forArizona to spend a
week participating in different ser-
vice projects and visiting the Navajo
Indian Reservation.
Brett Berning, Spring Break
Alternative Trip 2007 coordinator,
gave a preview of the trip and spoke
of the group's preparation for it.
The group, which consists of a
service committee and a travel
committee, planned the entire trip
and raised the money required to
go. Recruiting for the trip started
in September and the group met
in October. For nearly six months
the group has been raising money
with concessions and banquets, a
letter writing campaign and spon-
sorships. The goal was for each stu-
dent to raise $400. By the time the
trip is over the group will have com-
pleted more than 1,000hours in vol-
unteer work.
This year is the first in which the
students are taking a course in prep-
aration for their trip. Berning said
that there were guest speakers last
year to help them prepare, but this
year they went to a regularly sched-
uled class. Asimilar classwiII be of-
fered next year that will be geared
toward what the students choose to
do for the trip. ,
"What is different about this year
is that we have actually incorporat-
ed a three-credit course along with
it.The reason for this is because we
are going down to the Navajo Indian
Reservation and there is so much
that we don't know about Native
Americans in general. Wemay from
our elementary classes, but the im-
portance ofit now is for shedding our
stereotypes and biases, seeing the
oppression that they went through
and how we can be more culturally
competent and learn about the his-
tory of the Navajo people," Berning
said.
The group's busy' itinerary in-
cludes service work at St. Michael's
Association for Special Education
and Boys' and Girls" Club in Ft.
Defiance. Berning commented on
what they would be doing at the
Boys' and Girls'Club.
"They have some high school stu-
dents that are preparing for college
and so they have asked us to gather
some presentation material to give
to them on ways to prepare for col-
lege,what BSUhas to offer,so we are
going down there to not only learn
a lot about their culture but to also
kind of give a little bit too," Berning
said. According to Berning, this trip
offers an abundance of opportunitis
for developement as people and as
students.
"I think it is a life-changing ex-
perience. You go through so much
for one week's worth but you have
no idea what will change in your
perspective. It is a chance to break
out of what you normally know,
as safe and secure in our own
American bubble ... It is a great way
to be a more active citizen and try to
sustain these skills that you learn,
.connect and network with other stu-
dents and faculty here on the cam-
pus and to give back and to really
appreciate what we have," Berning
said.
The planning aspects of this trip
included individual assignments
" They have some high'
school students that are
preparing for college and so
they have asked us to gather
some presentation material
to give to them on ways to
prepare for college, what
BSU has to offer, so we are
going down there to not only
learn a lot about their culture
but to also kind of give a
little bit too. "
- Brett Berning,
Spring Break Alternative Trip
2007 coordinator
for the students and advisors. Nicole
Swaggerty,ServiceCommittee chair,
explained that she learned to be self-
less and giving, how to communi-
cate and collaborate as a group, how
to broaden her perspective about
other cultures and peoples and de-
veloped new event-planning skills
such as fundraising. Swaggerty ex-
plained the significance of this trip.
"This is my first Spring Break
Alternative Trip and considering
this ismy last semester at BoiseState
University Icould not be happier that
I signed up for it. I encourage every
student to embrace opportunities
such as this one. It is far greater than
just going on vacation and seeing a
new place. In this regard, one is able
to get out of town, see a new place,
and at the same time be integrated
into it:' Swaggerty said.
Conor McGee, a freshman in in-
ternational studies, is one of the stu-
. dents participating in Spring Break
Alternative this year.
"I hope that we can actually
make a positive impact. We have
this class that we are taking to
understand the history and the
culture of the Navajo so that we
know what we are going to be do-
ing down there and.we are not just
kind of running in and hoping to
do good work. 1am pretty excited,"
McGee said.
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Dow Jones Industrial
Average
12,447.52 (+ 159.42)
Nasdaq Composite
2,455.92 (+ 47.71)
S8r.P500
1,435.04 (+ 24.10)
10 Year Bond
4.518% (- 0.03)
LOCAL
,Albertson's (ABSNU.PK)
24.60 (0.00)
Bank of America (BAC)
51.86 (+ 1.10)
Micron Technology (MU)
11.60 (+ 0.33)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
40.19 (+ 0.58)
Washington Mutual (WM)
42.93 (+ 1.66)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8.85 (+ 0.10)
TECHNOLOGY
Apple Computer, Inc.
(AAPL)
93.87 (+ 2.39)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
456.55 (+ 11.27)
Microsoft Corporation
(MSFT)
28.52 (+ 0.68)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
18.74 (- 0.08)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
31.29 (- 0.96)
FUN
Abercrombie 8r.Fitch (ANF)
76.56 (+ 0.68)
Halliburton (HAL)
30.69 (+ 0.19)
Harley Davidson (HOG)
, 61.45 ( 0.00)
Wal-Mart (WMT)
47.77 (+ 0.47)
Walt Disney (DIS)
35.17 (+ 0.79)
CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)
0.752
USIl to Peso (MXN)
11.005
USD to Yen (JPY)
117.890
Gold
658.80
Silver
13.23
Numbers printed as of press time
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Technology aids in house hunting
BYLUCINDASUTHERLAND which properties they want to of The Home Specialists Real ~
BizTech Writer see. Multiple Listing Service is the Estate Company. ' ~
name for the database of property Johnston was recently the first ~
listings within a given area. realtor ever honored as the state- III
Almost all real estate agents load wide Business Leader of the Year ~
their data about the properties by Alpha Kappa Psi. g
they have for sale on MLS. Johnston was chosen for his it
This centralized storage enables accomplishments and dedication ~
buyers to search online for homes, to giving back to the community. ~
businesses or land that meets "I havediscovered that real es- is
utheir requirements. tate is based on relationships and III
"The electronic key allows most of my success is because of 5 '
a~ents to put, a ~ox on a house rela~ionshi~snoh,nston said: , if Peggy Childers is an agent,
WIth the key inside. Only agents HISWeb SIte,which he credits hIS broker and co-owner of '
who own e-keys can access the sons Greg and Mike for developing, Lone Tree Land Company,
key. The listing agent can even offers information to potential
limit the days/hours that the box clients on the realtors, their Iist-
will open," Peggy Childers, agent, lngs, local schools and historical
broker and co-owner of Lone Tree sites, property values; advice 'on
Land Company said. home buying and selIing and links
Keeping up with the latest tech- to more information. Johnston's
nology Is so important to area philosophy carries over Into his
realtors that the Intermountain sons' approach too. '
MLS has set up a New Technology "What we really try to do Is save
Committee-to 'help Itsmembers the buyer time and help them get
,stay informed. all the information they need on
Townsend and Childers both our listings,' Mike Johnston said.
serve on that committee. Realtors "Our Web site has' great informa-
also make good use ofthe Internet tion right at their fingertips:
to set up their, own Web pages. 2005 Boise State graduate Donny
Q,nerealtorwho ,.accomplish- . Heck, now a realtor with Coldwell
es •this especially well is •award- Banker OIi East Franklin Street in
~i1ning '.. realtor " Jim "Johnston Meridian Is impressed by'thetech"' r
f
If buying or selling a home
gives you nightmares, you might
want to know about the tools
realtors have to make it safer, faster
and less mysterious.
"Technologyis helping to protect
buyers and sellers more. Buyers
are more, educated than ever be-
fore, which helps them make bet-
ter decisions," Jim Townsend, re-
alter, broker and president of the
Intermountain Multiple Listing
Service said. "The technology has
made it possible for the tech-savvy
to understand the market better
than ever before:
Townsend, who with his wife
owns Mountain Valley Properties,
said the list of technology used
by most real estate agents today
is astounding.
Favorite tools among
agents' are "the Internet, cell
phones (especially models, of the
Treo and other hand-held com-
puters},e-key lock boxes, laser
measuring devices and GPS or
vehicle navigatior systems.'
., •.••A.ccess to the ,Internet, is, vi- "
. tal forhelpingclients determine
she goes to work in real estate after
graduation. Sproat, a senior com-
munication major, plans to join
her mother and grandmother in
the real estate business. .
"I wanted to get the communi-
cation degree as a tool for when I
do go into real estate and property
management," Sproat said. .
"We're seeing an increase in
the need for realtors. One thing
.'nasn't changed-. people still want
a realtor who listens. they real-
izetheywant that baste connec-
tion'and theymnt the expertise/
ToWnsend said. .
Jim Johnston was recently
the first realtor ever hon-
ored as the statewide
Business Leader of the
Year by Alpha Kappa Psi.
nology used in his field. "I can open
up e-mail, MLS and lock-boxes on
my cell-phone, The way the MLS
adapts to different specifications
ofthl!buyer is pretty amazlng.w
. BSUstuderit Carolyn Sproat feels
·.liballd-he,ldPC wi~pe the m()stilIl".:portanttechnologyto have, when
7
':}'>:'\.,;
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Theway we see it •.•
Ortmann's tenure has rocky start
and the Talkin' Broncos get hosed
On the eve of the breaking spring we have so
much to lay on you we had to make it short and
.write two opinions in one. Here goes.
t. c M
,eI' K
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Evan Stein, the recently-elected ASBSU
vice president is rumored to resign this morning
because of "personal issues." .
Stein' did not take part in the debates or
the campaigning and he still got elected. He
probably knew he was going to resign before
the debates. This calls into question whether or
not the election was fair. If students voting for
the Team Bronco ticket knew that the vice"
president w~s going to bail less than a day af-
- tertaking the oath of office they might not have
cast their vote for that ticket.
Let that resonate.
The losing candidates for the presidential seat
can file a grievance with the ASBSU Judiciary,
which has the power to hold a new election. But
ifStein shows up and resigns, this whole thing is
legal according to ASBSUcode.
That is garbage.
We are appalled that someone would run for
office and knowingly deceive the student body.
Now, we don't know the "personal reasons"
which caused Stein to wish to resign. Itwas bad
enough for him to change his intentions for the
fall semester and we won't speculate as to the se-
verity of his reasons. But we believe disclosure is
vital to the revival of ASBSU, this organization
which has the best of intentions and often the
worst of implementations.
Team Bronco Campaign Manager Dane Johns
came to The Arbiter Monday to tell us ofthis in-
auspicious start for Ortmann's tenure as presi-
dent. That is a good thing, that they came to us
and let us know, but it almost seems as if they
were doing so in an attempt to cover something
which reeks with something which reeks less.
We don't know when it was known that Stein
would resign. Ortmann hasn't spoken to him in
weeks. But there is something here, something
out of the ordinary, something common in
student government. It is a general lacking of
enthusiasm, an abundance of great speeches
.'and a. lacking in great actions. It is pitiful and
~,saqto see that before thlngscould even change
for the better, they bfcame worse. ASBSU is
running in quicksand and it is sinking deeper.
In addition, amid all the stuff about fliers and
fences this week, the. vast majority of readers
missed the best news story we wrote all year.
Our debate and speech team is in need of
greater funding to keep its organization at the
highest level of competition at which it excels.
, But it's not getting it. It gets denied. The uni-
versity will send the tennis team to Chicago, but
it won't fund a group of academic achievers to
do the same.
That is garbage. It is wrong and it flies in the
face of everything this school should stand for.
Ifyou want excellence, you must cut the checks
to offer the challenges to achieve the excel-
lence. Otherwise, we fall into a university atti-
tude which loves football and loves the idea of
education, but only concerns itself with wins on
the field and then turns cold shoulders to those
regular students earning educations.
We can't let that happen.
We must support academics. We let the sports
do their part, but the classroom and the idea
echelons are what we really get out of college.
Don't deny them that. Because when you start
denying the great students, what happens to the
rest of us?
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
'TheArbiter editorial board. Members of the board areDrew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather English, production manager; Dustin Lapray, man-
aging editor; Barry Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantri,
online editor; and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.
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Why does
race matter?
BY BRIANNA RUSSELL
Opinion Writer
As a native Californian, I've noticed how Idaho can be a bit more
race conscious. Not necessarily racist, but more race aware. One of The
Arbiter's own writers, Michael McLaskey, noted last week how Idaho is
not a state willing to publicly announce an apology for slavery, why is
that?
Considering the demographic population of Idaho is 95 percent white
according to the Census Bureau in 2005; there is a correlation to this state
lacking diversity and its racial dispositions.
Although, I have yet to speak with every single resident of Idaho,
I have many of my own experiences that result in my opinion regarding
the issue.
Multiple conversations with my Caucasian aO-year-old grandfather
led me to believe that his traditional and closed minded way of think-
ing doesn't end with him. When he found out a friend of mine Is dating
an Iranian guy, he responded with disapproval. He then went off on a
tangent about how this "Arab" could kidnap her and flee back to his -
home country.
The thought of such ignorance appalled me.
When I asked one of my African-American friends his opinion on race
in Idaho he mentioned the coincidental fact ofhim being pulled over five
times In Idaho In the past year. .
Granted he was charged for a DWP at one time; but it is not totally un-
warranted to say that racial profiling does exist and continues to be a vi-
tal contributor ofthls racial cycle.
Funny, how the police have time to pull people over for not having their
turning signal on long enough, in between catching all the people who
moon and the crotch grabbers at the local strip bars. When I asked my
Caucasian friends how many times they've been pulled over by the police
'In the last year they averaged about two incidents."
Openly disclosing that if they had been pulled over more frequent-
ly they could have been charged with a DUl or worse for possession
of soft drugs. •
Isn't it ironic how the color of your face can affect your life?
I think we take it for granted, I do agree that there Is a time when we
should all forgive and move on.
Equality is about treating each other indifferently, not more abrasively-
or by handling our racial differences with kitten gloves.
I don't believe that we should forget about the past, would we ever
forget about the Holocaust?
Historyis what reminds us ofour mistakes sowe don't make them again.
Perhaps it's Idaho's lack of education in the area, Sure the universities
here have courses about ethnicity but what about the rest of the current
population not going to school?
Demographically, only 22 percent of the population has a
Bachelor's degree.
How can people understand what racism is if they know nothing
about its past, present or future?
Race will matter as long as we let it.
Until all the disagreements on racial issues cease to exist, or until all
good can prevail over evil, we can agree to disagree on such issues as af-
firmative action and inter-racial dating.
Race will not be ignored, not in this country and especially not in a
white-dominant state.
~ .
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The College Republicans offended me
I was deeply disturbed when I saw the front page of the
Idaho Statesman on Monday morning. The actions of the
College Republicans Club go against all that we, as a pro-
gressive and metropolitan university claim to be.
As a student of BSU, I am ashamed that such behavior
would be considered a joke by anyone beyond the age of 10,
let alone an organization that is supposed to promote lead-
ership among students.
As a young Hispanic woman, I am offend-
ed that someone would create such a' display that
generalizes people like my parents and grandparents who
immigrated (legally I might add) and pay the taxes that
allow the members of such groups as the College
Republicans to be educated at affordable costs. I believe In
everyone's right to free speech and appreciate viewpoints
from all sides and that diversity in opinion is the base for
our democratic government.
That said if you wish to be heard and respected than treat
others with respect and get your facts straight.
The majorities of people who immigrate are legal and law
abiding. Our society suffers from too many ethnocentric
beliefs as it Is, and to promote such beliefs is detrimen-
tal to all in our community. Thanks, Jonathan Sawmiller, I
believe that's two steps backwards for equality.
Lady Liberty sheds a tear as we-speak.
Monica Carreon
Boise State student
Illegal Immigration flier irks some Hispanics
To the young Republicans, I applaud you for exercising
your free speech, this is still America. It Is a sad day when we
are not allowed to speak the truth.
This is an invasion of people-who have entered our
country illegally, race has no place In the Issue, but the fact
is the majority of the people breaking the law are Mexican. It
was nice ofyou to offer dinner at a Mexican restaurant.
Once people are here they are allowed to break numer-
ous laws, we would go to jail for! Ed Keener is lucky he is
stl1lallowed his vigil. Maybe it offends mel!
Theworld is a dangerous place not because of those who
do evil, but because of those who look on and do nothing,
Albert Einstein. .
We are a country of laws and without them we are a
country in chaos, the laws are for everyone! And so is
freedom of speech. I am a 60-year-old grandmother and I
stand behind your rights!
Sharon Kelsey
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
College Republicans pushed "joke" too far
I received an e-mail about the college republicans' event
and I was very shocked with the language/ "games" that are
planned for the night the College Republicans are having
the event. I realize that every person is given the right to ex-
press him or herself as they choose, however, this flyermakes
me wonder how they became the voice for Republicans
on campus.
The disclaimer at the bottom about not wishing to "offend
anyone" and the flyer was meant to promote a serious topic
in a "humorous" way only shows that they know the depth
oftheir ignorance because the flyer is not humorous, it mar-
ginalizes a group of people and the sign with the running
family is from Carlos Mencia - He was making jokes about
l1legalimmigrants and was in no way representing any seri-
ous forum - unlike the college Republicans.
Since you are planning on jumping through a hole in the
fence for food stamps, why not have simulations of people
dying of starvation in the desert too or perhaps you could
have a dunk tank where you drown a few people to pro-
mote an event to discuss illegal Cuban immigration. There
are better ways to promote an event and using your type of
"humorous" flyers is not the way to do it.
This flyer reminded me of the Nazi propaganda that
swirled around Germany in the 1930s.
These flyers made "humorous" comments/portrayals of
Jews tc promote a serious topic - how the Jewswere respon-
sible for the economic problems in Germany, how they were
infesting the country, and the Germans needed to protect all
that they loved .... I realize that illegal immigrants are not
here legally (hence the name "illegal"], that does not excuse
behavior that is hateful, ignorant, and the product of white
privilege - no matter how "humorous" it was meant to be.
Amy Layton,
Boise State student
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affili-
.ated with unless it is labeled as such.
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The perfect acc~ssory
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture Columnist
My adventures on St. Patrick's
Day taught me a very important
lesson. No, it wasn't that an abun-
dance of green beer leads to a
. night/morning of pain (I'm only
20, and therefore am disallowed
from the bars). I learned that there
is a severe shortage among mem-
bers of our modern-day society. A
'shortage of a very, very important
characteristic - class.
It all began when I was wait-
ing tables Saturday afternoon. I
met quite possibly the most class-
less man in existence. He was ap-
proximately 60 years old, had teeth
stained from excessive tobacco us-
age and was clothed in jeans cut
well above the knee (thus made
into shorts) a sleeveless shirt and
dirt-covered shoes. The woman he
was with seemed to be attempting
to teach him manners; every time I
would put something down on the
table she would thank me and he
would quickly follow suit.
Once they had finished their
meals I placed the ticket on their
table. The man came to pay me
and I jokingly said, "so she left you
with the check?"
His superbly-sophisticated reply
was, "Na, She's in the (insert gro-
tesque name for bathroom)."
Wow. But the realization that
our society is nearing a complete
lack of class didn't fully hit until
later that night.
My roommate and I decided to
wander and party-hop with some
friends in order to celebrate St.
Pat's. We eventually ended up on
the street next to ours, and as we
approached the house we met a
girl that made me ashamed to be a
member of the same gender.
She was standing outside smok-
ing a cigarette, clothed in a bright
green bra, thigh-high black-and-
green striped socks, a denim mini-
skirt that was about two sizes too
small and a green hat covered in
glitter. My roommate and I ar-
rived with a friend of ours, who I
had decided to name Mr. Big Deal.
Classless Girl turned to Mr. Big
Deal and shouted "that better not
be that b that tried to fight
me!"
My roommate and I exchanged
looks of confusion and tried not
to laugh. I turned to Classless Girl
and informed her that I'm not the
type to engage in cat fights. She led
us to the door and discovered that
it was locked. She proceeded to
bang relentlessly on the door while
allowing a stream of obscenities to
escape from her mouth. I glanced
around to make sure there weren't
any neighbors getting ready to
run out of their houses and give
Classless Girl the fight she was
looking for.
Inside wasn't any better. nuns
out there were a number of class-
less girls, and St. Patrick's Day had
become more of a national whore
holiday than Halloween. One girl
was wandering the party in a sheer
teddy and black booty shorts - fine
attire for the boudoir, but not for a
house party. Then all of the class-
less girls decided to grind on each
other in the doorway. It was about
that time that I decided I was in a
state of limbo in the area of night-
time celebrations (eight months are
preventing me from being a part of
the downtown scene, and I've out-
grown the house parties that were
fun for the first year of college) and
that the world is heading toward
trailer park class status.
Whether you're wearing old
sweat pants or Dior, it's the man-
ner in which you conduct yourself
that makes or breaks you. And
please, ladies, put something on.
There's nothing wrong With show-
Ing a little skin, but come on - 'no
one wants to look like they should
be working a street comer. Let's get
it together and curbthis unsettling
trend. There's .no better accessory
than a touch of aass.
'Punk . - ,oetry
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BY STEVE AHLBORN
Culture Writer
on both campuses, the remoteness
of the West Campus hinders easy
transportation," Darrin Woods, a
student at Boise State's West and
Main Campuses, said. "It would be
great for a common transport to go
between campuses."
On the West Campus, the access
to student services is as easy
as walking through the double
doors and asking the front office
staff for help.
"It seems that there is a better
student-to-staff member ratio on
the West Campus," Woods said.
Parking always seems to be a
dilemma for any land associated
with Boise State University.
Although it is easier to find
parking spaces on the w,est
Campus, a permit Is stilI required
to be in any of those spaces, There
is also free parking near the
West Campus across from Idaho
Center Road.
Due to the walk on the Main
Campus being around large
buildings and the West Campus
walk is through the large field of
grass between the road and the
building, it makes the walk seem
farther on the grass of the West
Campus.
Incoming-students to Boise State
University. could largely benefit
from the facilities of the West
Campus because of the smaller,
more tightly-knit community of
students and staff.
It is easy for them to find their
way around the campus, consisting
of, one large' building and there
are always people to help with arty
questlons that may arise,
most of the buildings on the Main
Campus were built long before this
technology had been invented.
Many of the positive aspects of
the West Campus deal with the fact
that there are about 1,800 students
there as opposed to 18,000 students
on the Main Campus.
With the small amount of students
the environment feels' friendlier
and the students do not become
overlooked in their classrooms,
which all have fairly low numbers.
The location is definitely some-
thing to be discussed.
For those students from Ontario
and Caldwell, the West Campus Is
conveniently located north of the
Idaho Center . on a 150·acre site
with a 65,000 squarefoot building.
But it is not all roses for this West
Campus environment.
" For students that
have classes on both
campuses, the remote-ness
of the West Campus
hinders easy transportation. -
It would be great for a
common transport to go
between campuses.' , ,
Culture at the West Campus com-
pared to that of the Main, Campus
has measurable differences.
The West Campus of Boise State
University opened for classes in'
2005. It has not been in existence
for many years, but it is steadily
growing in popularity, in classes
and in responsibilities.
Since the building is fairly new,
it has what might be called "state
of the art" technology , including
three science labs, two computer
labs and two distance learning
classrooms. _
On. the Main Campus,some
of the newer buildings being
established will be furnished with
the same type, of technology,but
- Darin Woods
BSU Student
Because of the remote location,
the access to food is greatly limited.
The nearest restaurants are about a
mile away.
"For students that have classes
M'a r c h 22, 2007
BSU's Dead Eight FumClub hosts annual film festival
BY C H A R I TY VA RN ER Entriesmustbeeitherfictionordocu- tries from previous years. TVTV11is specifically geared to- Senseof connected community. are $10-$12 individually or $36-$44
Culture Writer mentary. Entry fees are $10forjunior The Website is the home of ward local arts and nonprofit activi- The club is currently raising forpackagesoffour.
high/high school students, $15 for .Treaeure Valley Community ties. money from ticket sales to an Idaho Tickets will also be raffled off for
college students and amateurs and Television and was first established The main focus is the community Stampede game coming April 13 at prizes. The top prizes are two trips
$25forprofessionals. in 2001. and the events and programs within the QwestArena beginning at 7p.m. to the 2008 Sundance Film Festival
According to the Boise State press According to the Website, "Weare the community. A small amount from each ticket next January, including transpor-
release, "Entries will be judged by 'Hands- On' television production. The purpose isto give students as sale will go toward the Boise State tation, accommodations and three
local media experts on the basis of Weare a volunteer-based, non-profit well as non-students an opportunity University Dead Eight Film and movie tickets.
concept, thematic development, formed to facilitate, encourage and to be creative and work hands on in Video Club who are sponsoring the Other prizes include three chanc-
production. quality and overall irn- promote community involvement video production. BoiseState Film Festival event. es to produce an original program
pact of entry." Entry forms can be in the production oflocally-oriented Everything is locallyoriented from Tickets for the Dead, Eight Film aired on TVCTVand Stampede tick-
found at the BoiseState Department television." .the creators to the content forging a ClubNightwith the Idaho Stampede, ets for next year.
of Communication office or down- TVTV11one of the two channels
loaded at www.tvctvonline.org.This ofTVCTVwill be showing the quali-
site also offers examples ofvideo en- fying entries.
BoiseStateUniversity'sDeadEight
FilmandVideoClub willhostthean-
nual BoiseState FilmFestival,which
will take placeApril29at the Student
Union Special Events Center. This .
will be the 12th year of production
forthe festival.
The student-run club is currently
accepting applications for video en-
tries. There are three main catego-
ries ofentry: junior high/high school,
college/amateur and professional.
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant Culture Editor
March 23,2007
Reign Over Me
Adam Sandler and Don Cheadle
star in "Reign Over Me," a drama
about renewing friendships and
healing.
When Charlie Fineman (Sandler)
meets up with his former col-
lege roommate, Alan Johnson
(Cheadle), the two once again be-
come close friends.
However, Johnson notices that
Fineman has changed and finds out
that he still grieves over the death
of his family in the Sept. II
terrorist attacks.
Johnson then decides to
help Fineman deal with the
tragedy.
Shooter
Military man Bob Lee
Swagger (Mark Wahlberg) re-
signs after an assignment goes
wrong.
His superiors bring him back
when they tell him ofa plan to shoot
the president.
The shooting occurs, but not by
him and he finds himself framed
for the event.
Swagger then decides to find the
real shooter and take his revenge on
those who set him up.
The Hills Have Eyes II
"The lucky ones die fast," accord-
ing to the tagline of "The Hills Have
Eyes II," the sequel to the 2006 re-
make of Wes Craven's tale of flesh-
craving mutants.
This, time, a team of National
Guard trainees come against
the mutants while training in
the desert.
It's no surprise that they must
fight for their lives while trying to
get out of the desert.
TMNT
TheTeenage Mutant NinjaTurtles
are back. Donatello, Leonardo,
Michelangelo and Raphael defeat
their old enemy, The Shredder, but
that doesn't stop them from creat-
ing sibling drama.
But when odd events begin to
take over New YorkCity, the Ninja
Turtles (hopefully) band together
and use their ninja skills to keep
the peace.
The Last Mimzy
Two siblings develop unusual
powers after they find a box of toys,
supposedly sent from the future.
Their parents and teacher take
notice and find themselves drawn
to the children's new gifts.
"The Last Mimzy" was original-
ly released at the Sundance Film
Festival this year.
Timothy Hutton, Michael Clark
Duncan and Joe1yRichardson star.
.
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chance at life,
Thousands will benefit from
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Karl undergoes second
surgery on April 2
Former Boise State basketball
player Coby Karl will undergo sur-
gery at St. Alphonso's Hospital in
Boise on April 2 to remove can-
cerous lymph nodes. The surgery .
will be the second in the last 13
months forKarl,who had his thyroid
removed last March.
_The procedure in April Is a fol-
low up on last year's surgery and
the prognosis for recovery is excel-
lent. One in 10 patients diagnosed
with thyroid cancer have to undergo
further treatment.
Karljust finished his senior season
at Boise State where he was named
first-tea in All-Western Athletic
Conference after averaging 14.8
points and 4.1 rebounds per game.
He finished as BoiseState's third all-
time leading scorer with 1,698points
and the school's all-time leader in •
games played, 3-pointers made and
3-pointers attempted. The cancer-
ous lymph nodes were discovered
in January before the game at Utah
State, but did not slow him down
over the final 15games. Karl elected
not to tell his teammates until after
the season concluded.
Clady added to Rotary
Lombardi Award list
Boise State junior offensive tack-
le Ryan Clady is one of 43 players
named to the Rotary Lombardi
AwardWatch List released Tltesday.
Clady, a SI.com .second-team
All-American and first-team, All-
Western Athletic Conference selec-
tion last season, was instrumental
in the Broncos finishing the 2006
season second in the country in
scoring, sixth in rushing and 10th
in total offense.
.The 43 preliminary candidates
earned a place on the initial watch
list by earning All-America honors
or being named to their respective
all-conference team as selected by
the conference's head coaches. The
Rotary Lombardi Award Watch List
will be updated prior to the start of
the 2007 season in order to identify
those players who have been select-
ed as pre-season honors candidates.
Eligibility for the Rotary Lombardi
Award is limited to down linemen
and those defensive players who line
up within fiveyards ofthe football.
Men's club volleyball hosts
final home matches
The Boise State men's club vol-
leyball team will host its last two
home matches of the spring season
Saturday in Bronco Gymnasium.
The men will host in state rival
University of Idaho at 1p.m., which
will be followed by a match against
Utah State at 7:30p.m.
The matches will be the first
at home this spring against
other University teams, Prior to
this weekend BSUhas only hosted
traveling volleyball teams. The
Broncos are I-I against Utah State
thisseason. Both of the matches
are free admission,
BSU announces release
of commemerative
Fiesta Bowl coins
A limited-edition commemora-
tive coin celebrating Boise State's
perfect season and dramatic Fiesta
Bowl victory is available for or-
der through the Bronco Athletic
Association office.
The silver-dollar sized coin com-
memorates the 2006 season, which
included the Broncos' fifth-consec-
utive Western Athletic Conference
Championship, the program's first
undefeated season and one of the
greatest bowl games in college foot-
ball history. Proceeds from the sale
of the coin will benefit Boise State
student scholarships.
The price ofone coin is $21.20(in-
eludes tax) and will be made avail-
able for pickup at the BAAoffice. If
shipping is necessary, there is an ad-
ditional$5shippingchargeperorder.
Orders will be taken through Friday,
March 30 at the BAAoffices, locat-
oed in the Allen Noble Hall of Fame
Gallery next to Bronco Stadium,
via telephone at' (21)8)426-3556 or
through e-mail at baa@boisestate.
edu,Formore information and com-
ments about the commemorative
coin, please contact BAA-Executive
Dlrector Bob Madden at (208)
426~3557.
BSU Men's tennis hosts BY~ today
BY TATE CASTLETON into the nation's top 16. NCAA tourney," Patton said. "But rest" of the season and finish as
Sports Writer "The magic number is 16,"Head at the same time we've only played strong as possible:
Coach Greg Patton said. "That's our half the season. With the half that The Broncos have been relying
goal to be in the top 16." is behind us though, we competed on the top-ranked tennis player in
As of Wednesday the Broncos against the better half ofthe country, the mountain region, Junior Luke
have almost certainly punched their but we still need to finish strong." Shields, who is nationally ranked
ticket into the NCAA tournament' Boise State has no doubt been 16thwith a 26-5 overall record and a
- regardless of whether they win impressive thus far, but all five 15-3singles record. Not far behind is
the Western Athletic Conference losses this season have fallen at the younger brother ClancyShields,who
Championships in April or not. BSU hands of teams ranked in the top is 10-4 in singles and 7-6 in doubles
has beaten some of the nation's top 20nationally. matchesthlsseason.Clancyisranked
programs this season, including No. "We let some get away from us No.70nationally, but has been steady
9Stanford5-linPaloAlto, Calif.;No. there," Patton said. "Those match- all season forBoiseState.
39Wisconsin; No. 16South Alabama es literally slipped' right through "These guys are the hardest work-
and No. 40NewMexico. our fingers. We were so close. It's ing bunch of guys you're ever going
"I think we're a done deal for the important now to dominate the to meet," Patton said. "They play
The Boise State men's tennis
team hosts No. 66 nationally ranked
Brigham Young University today at
the Appleton Tennis center.
ThF Broncos are ranked No. 19
coming into today's match-up and
are 16-5on the season in dual match
play. Having been on the road for
more than two months, Boise State
knocked off 11opponents ranked in
the top 75 nationally. Now the men
turn their attention to the last half of
the season and hope to crawl back
with so much heart and so much
passion and that's why they win as
much as they do."
Not far behind isWACPlayer ofthe
Week for March 5 Steve Robertson.
The underclassman has compiled a
12-2record in singles play and 9-8 in
doubles thus far.
"Steve has really been coming
on strong for us," Patton said. "He's
been doing some great things and
gets better and better every week."
Thematch with BYUtodaywill be-
gin at 1:30pm.The Broncos will host
the Boise State Spring Tournament
March 28-31.
BSU track heads to Hornet Invitational
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
Boise State track and field Head
Coach MikeMaynard knows a thing
or two about patience. Being a head
coach in any collegiate program is a
full-time job, but for Maynard and
his team it means actively compet-
ing almost six months out of the
year. According to Maynard It re-
quires not just patience, but plenty
of endurance too.
, "There's kind ofaprocess ofbulld-
ing, peaking, bringing It back down,
rebuIlding ,and then re-peaking
at the right times," Maynard said.
"We're in the process right now of
restarting what we've been doing
and we'll be in heavy training here
for the next two or three weeks." '
Boise State's track and field team
,will now enter the final phase of a
three-part season for the Broncos.
Lastmonth the men's trackteam won
the Western Athletic Conference
-lndoor Championships in Nampa,
while the .women finlshedtbJrd.
Both the men and women willnow '
prepare and compete cutdoorsfor
the remainder of the sea sort. ..
"Fo~us,we. really have three sea-
sons," Maynard said. "Wehave cross a chance to compete on this site and
country, then indoors and nowwe're get that experience," Maynard said.
getting ready to start our outdoor More than 30 teams will compete
season." Saturday and Coach Maynard ex-
On, Saturday BSU will travel to pects just about everyone to be In
Sacramento, Calif. to compete in the same boat. Because it is so early
the Hornet Invitational.' What's In the outdoor season many teams
unique about this tournament for will come In under their peak.
the Broncos Is that thlsJacilitywill "WhIle there will be some high-
be the host of the ,NCAAOutdoor level performances many people are
Championships tn lune. still in training and as a result per-
"9ne'ofthe reasonslllke togo to formances are slightly depressed,"
this competition,ls because it gives MaYnard said. The, Broncos .will
those athletes of ours who have an 'arrive in Sacramento fresh and
opportimitylater in the year to gQ Maynard said he doesni expect the
,bac~ to th~ national champl()ns~lps ,~te~l1lto be at Its \l~sfjust yet.
"If you're really stroking on all
cylinders rightnow in middle to late
March, you're going to have aprob-
lem in middle to late June,"Maynard
said. "The great coaches and great
athletes understand that and It's
really a process of sharpening your
competitive edge."
On Friday, April 7, the team will
return to Boise to compete against
Idaho State.
"Once we get back home and the
,sun is shining we hope to get a lot of
people out III our meet," Maynard
said. "We're getting excited for the
"chance to compete()utdoors.~·' '
March 22,
The endof an era
Sandmire Career Notes
BY MICHELLE MILLIKEN
Sports Writer
Boise State gymnastics Head
Coach Sam Sandmire has been
at the helm of the program for 20
years, but her successful career at
BSUwill see its last regular season
meet this Friday when the Broncos
host Utah State University.
Throughout the course of her
coaching career in Boise the team
has finished the season in the top
25 rankings eight times.
She lias won four conference
coaching awards and she has led
the team to five of the last 10 con-.
ference championships.
Seasons: 20
Overall dual record: 219-206-1
Regional appearances: 19
Conference titles: five oflast 10
, , _My favorite moments
have been when I can
award a walk-on with
a scholarship. , ,
- Sam Sandmire,
BSU Gymnastics
Head Coach
"You always reflect back when it
gets so close to the end of a career,"
- Sandmire said. "I think a lot about
the growth of the program over the
last 20years."
When Sandmire first started
coaching at Boise State the gymwas
about half as big as the one the team
has now and the gymnasts once
had to run through three rooms to
vault.
There were also only five scholar-
ship athletes. Now there are 12.
Sandmire has come from only
having one part-time assistant
coach to having two full-time assis-
tant coaches.
Sandmire reflected about the
progression that she has watched
the athletes go through year after
year.
"The thing I think about most is
the growth of the individual ath-
letes in this program," Sandmire
said. "When they graduate from
Boise State they've matured, fought
through adversity, made the best
friends they'll make in their lives
and they're ready to take on the
challenges of the outside world.
That's what I'm most proud of."
Sandmire said throughout her 20
years the athletes have been what
she's enjoyed the most about her
job.
"The best thing about my job is
that it's the best job in the world:'
Sandmire said. "1get to work with
talented, motivated, mature, intel-
ligent and fun student-athletes. I'
get to help them test their limits
and make. them work harder than
they ever have in their lives."
Sandmire said she's also been es-
pecially proud of this year's team
because the women have had to
deal with a lot of injuries to key
members, resulting in the need for
many athletes to step into roles they
wouldn't normally have.
"While results might not look
outstanding to an outsider, I am
impressed by the growth that this
young and inexperienced team
has shown in adversity," Sandmire
said.
Over the years Sandmire has seen
several of her athletes work their
way up in this fashion.
She said she has really enjoyed
being able to reward them for this.
"Myfavorite moments have been
when I can award a walk-on with
a scholarship," Sandmire said. "To
watch someone overachieve and
earn it is a huge thing."
Watching progressions like this
in both the sport and the lives ofthe
gymnasts are what Sandmire said
she is going to miss the most.
"I am going to miss the opportu-
nity to affect a few young women's
lives each year," Sandmire said.
"They really do become daughters.
I am going to miss affecting, influ-
encing and helping these amazing
young women."
Top 25 final rankings: eight
Top national academic finishes; i4
Western Athletic Conference
coach of the year awards: four
Regional coach of the year (1996)
This Friday the Boise State wom-
en's gymnastics team will compete
in Head Coach Sam Sandmire's
last home appearance. This meet
draws the team closer to the end of
Sandmire's 20-year coaching career
at Boise State.
Her final home match will not be
an easy one, as BSUgoes up against
Utah State University.
"Wehave a rich history ofrivalry
with Utah State," Sandmire said.
That history hasn't been too good
for the Broncos over the last six
years.
In that time the Broncos have
won three duals and dropped five
in head-to-head meets with Utah
State, including their last meeting
this year in which the Broncos lost
191.65to 193.725.
The final year for Sandmire has
been a tough one thus far, but she
keeps excellent spirits and is always
able to see the bright side ofthe sit-
uation.
Although the season has been be-
low normal standards the Broncos
have had many bright spots, includ-
ing Tara Orberq's setting ofher own
personal record last week of 9.9,
winning the balance beam compe-
tition.
DeAvera Todd, who is only a
freshman, won her fifth vault title
this year. Just two weeks agoKristin
Aldrich posted a career-high 9.85on
the vault against the Florida Gators
- the nation's top ranked team.
"We really need to hit all four
events," Sandmire said about the
final weeks of the season. "It's a
challenge because we're down
numbers-wise. -It would be great
to see the team pull it all together
at this last home meet. We've hit
every event, just not at one meet."
Those lownumbers have translated'
to losses this season.
The Broncos haven't won a meet
in four weeks. They are 6-11 and 1-
6 in Western Athletic Conference
competition.
A lot of their frustrations have
been due to falls, which especial-
ly plagued the Broncos last week
against Southern Utah.
What do all the numbers mean?
According to coach Sandmire, ab-
solutely nothing.
The Broncos are throwing their
exhibition season record out the
window and getting ready to make
a run in the championships. Asolid
showing in the WACChampionship
will erase all the regular. season
woes.
"We are kind of gearing ev-
erything toward the WAC
Championship," Sandmire said.
"We're really focused on using this
meet [Utah State1as a good practice
for the WACChampionship. It's the
last opportunity we have to use ex-
hibitions, so this meet will go a long
way toward determining the lineup
for the Championship."
Sandmire prepares Broncos for last home match
BY ADAM ADER
Sports Writer
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BSU sophomore Jeremy Childs will be called upon for production in the Broncos
receiving corps next season. Childs is the leading returning receiver from 2006.
BSU searches
for a new qo-to
wide receiver
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
The 2007 spring football season
has already brought about great
debate on who will be the next
starting quarterback at Boise State.
Whoever wins the race has one im-
portant thing to workout - who is
he going to throw the football to?
Coming off the miraculous 2006
Fiesta Bowl Championship season
the BSUcoaching staffh~s a big of-
fensive hole they will be trying to
fill over the summer.
The hole was created by the
graduation of the team's top four
receivers from '06.
Not only did the Broncos lose
three-year starting quarterback
Jared Zabransky, but they also lost
three senior wide receivers and
tight end Derek Schouman.
With the loss of Ierard Rabb,
Drisan James and Legedu Naanee
BSU will now turn to sophomore
Jeremy Childs, who appears to be
the best candidate to lead the 2007
receiving corps.
"Things are going pretty well,"
Childs said about spring prac-
tice. "I've been competing with
Kyle [Wilson] and Orlando
[Scandrick] - the two starting
cornerback's from last year. I'm
learning a lot. Just trying to get the
small details down. It's going to
be a fun spring."
The biggest challenge BSU
will face in the passing game is
replacing its top three receivers
~
'.J
PHOTO COURTESY BRONCO SPORTS
from last season.
Rabb led the team in recep-
tions with 37,which he turned into
586 receiving yards and four
touchdowns.
James was second in receptions
with 36. He led the team in receiv-
ing yards with 650 and added four
touchdowns.
Naanee was third in recep-
tions with 35 and racked up 541
yards along with a team-high 6
receiving touchdowns.
As a group Rabb, James and
Naanee caught 68.8 percent of
Zabransky's total passing. yards
in 2006.
The trio also tallied 56.5 percent
of his total completions and 60.8
percent of his passing touchdowns
in2006.
Childs brings the most receiving
experience to the table in '07 after
finishing the '06 campaign sixth
on the team in receptions. He fin-
ished the year with 14 catches for
152yards and one touchdown.
The best game of Childs'
career came at Nevada in the
season finale.
He_finished the game with three
, , No team is perfect
--~.so..yougo watch film
and see the mistakes
you had last year and
you correct them this
year. You pick up the
small details to make
the team and make
yourself better. , ,
- Jeremy Childs,
BSU Wide Receiver
receptions for 65yards in the game
that clinched the Western Athletic
Conference title and a berth to a
BCSgame.
"It was a great season last year,
but there's still doubts in people's
minds," Childs said about moving
forward from last season. "Agood
team is always consistent with
winning and winning big games.
So we're not looking back on the
past. We've got to go with the same
mentality that we had last year."
Childs said he hopes the spring
will give him a chance to prepare
to be the No. 1 receiving threat
for the Broncos next season. He
said the approach should be
the same for him and the rest of
the team in working towards
earning the team's sixth 'straight
conference title.
"No team is perfect so you
go watch film and see the mis-
takes you had last year and you _
correct them this year,n Childs
said. "You pick up the small de-
tails to make the team and make
yourself better. n
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RENT IT
ROOMMATE
Roomate wanted to share my
home. By Hill end Gary. Pri-
vate Bath. Fire pit, Covered
patio, Hot Tub. $500.00 per
month. Must like dogs. Sherry
412-0417
PrcquaUfy today at
'~MtI~.mW@.com
brouSli' ID YOll'"
ldRho "ONSlrl$"n4 filUlrlu ~iJn
1·866·432·4066 '
~
i Hundreds of rentals~
:In the~urroundrngi
, :;' :-areas! : '
:Vi~itbur website at:
I .' .
: Or:call:
.;.~;~/_~;·l',~
(._,,',.,.", '
'!";"~,~ c,~:'- )/".
A','PROPERTY .. , MANAGEMENT~
www.frpmrenfo/s.com
le<.",{i-{t~{.I//:
New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation
Invcstmenr Properties
Jessica Hunt
. RealEstate
Professional
www.jesslcahunl.com
C208.412.1677
F208.433,4587
jhunr€'hollandrealty.lnfo -
( .. ." .. . ~.,') ,
HOIL1\,tlP
SELL IT
HOMEI
FURNITURE
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVES EAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
666-1464.
SELLIT
HOMEI
FURNITURE
WORK IT WORK IT
BUSY
SCHEDULE?
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.
Evenings and
Weekends'
20-40 hrs/wk
Casual work,
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
$9/hr
to,start
658-4888
career:, center
_auit."
On- and ·off-
campus lobs
and Internships
for current and
graduating
studenis.
.;;It,~,_
PART-TIME· IIL:-.~~O_T_H,.....E,.....R---.,_
MARKETING DIRECTOR FlJLLTlMESALES
~~s~~:I~= uf~~d~~ ;':::t~ l.:ASSOCIATE
special Issues, sections and : BoUe'sBest Adli[J Bou-
events for The Arbiter News- :''"' c" i;qu/c
paper. This Is not an assls- Weare currenllyacceptlng ap-
tant posillon; you will be the ,plloaUons for full anli PartUmEl
Marketing Director. ,ActlvitiesSa~As$oclatfls.Pleaseemaii
Include creating In-house adsreSuine' to ,JOBS5022@aol.
for all events', posters, banners .corn, Weare an EOE" Friendly
and other' promotional Items. professlqnal atrtlosphere; ,
also includes, coordinating and . , " ": '
planning special events. Must
be creative and self-motivated.
This Is a great resume builder
as It Is hands-on learning with
many responsibilities. Apply at
jobs@arblteronllne.com
FINANCIAl. SERVICES
COMPANY' Seeking self-
starting Individuals with desire
to succeed. $1500/wk Inome
potential ivlth 2-3 day work
weeki Call Greg @ 601-664-
6140, '
Place Classified ads at arbiteronline.com
BRAND NEW MICROFI.
BER COUCH & loveseat
Stain Resistantt Lifetime war-
ranty·t Still in boxes.j Retail
$1395. Must sell I $499,f 686-
1464.
KING SIZE PILlOWTOP
MATTRESS set brand new
in bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643,
7·PIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set Brand-new In box,
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450,
Call 866-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-in-box, Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 668-
1464,
FULL SIZI: "ORTHOPE·
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
in package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643,
$BOOIWEEK GUARAN·
TEED siuffing envelcpes.
Send a self addressed
stamped envelope to Scarab
Marketing 26 East Jackson
10th floor, suite 938 Chicago,
IL60604.
WINTER/SPRING POSI·
TlONSI Earn up to $150 per
day. Exp, not Required. Un-
dercover Shoppers Needed To
Judge Retail & Dining Estab-
lishments, 600-722-4791
SUMMER WORK
Checkout
SAY IT
Idaho Women's
Network
Plt\t:llt'i
"The Namesake"
Screening on Sunday,
April!'! at noon at
The Flicks, 646
Fulton St. Tickets are
$10 and can be
purchased at the door
or in advance by
contacting Donna
Wade at 344-5738 or
dwade@velocitus.net
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Come again
6 Historic periods
10 St. Louis
landmark
14 In isolation
15 Actress Merrill
16 Corduroy rib
17 Triangular road
sign
18 Perfect game
pitcher
20 Actor Carney
22 Fox hunt cries
23 Silent protest
message
27 Soak (up)
28 Foolproof
30 Puppies
35 Top shot
36 Worker's gear
38 G-sharp
39 Diet word
41 Eliot's Marner
43 "M·A·S·H" co-
star Jamie
44 "Politically
Incorrect" host
46 Copenhagen
populace
48 Born as
49 Plumber's tools
51 Cowboy hats
53 Shakespearean
contraction
55 Checks
56 Nightclubs
61 _ Miguel, CA
62 Intricate
64 Frogs' kin
68 Theater area
69 Certain grains
70 Heep of Dickens
71 Discount word
72 Cobra's kin
73 "Beetle Bailey"
character
DOWN
1 Comic Romano
2 Actor Wallach
3 Miler Sebastian
4 Loosen a corset
5 Write again from
, scratch
6 Byrnes or Hall
7 Run wild
8 Pavlova and
Magnani
© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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BED-QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set Brand new,
still In plastic, warranty, Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can de-
liver, 921-6643.
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
655-9666
BEDROOM SET Cherry-
wood sleigh bed, 2 dressers,
2 nightstands, mirror & TV ar-
moire. Retail value $9000, will
sell $2900, Call 208-362-7150
ELECTRONICS,
SUMMER 'JOBSN Sum-
mer' Jobsn Raceive contact
information' now for summer
employment :at US National
Parks',Western Dude Ranches
and Theme Parks, You must
apply early, www.surnrnerjobs-
research.org
Tires of, working during the
school year? Take advantage
of a unique opportunity work-
iAg for only four months as a
technician. Make good money I
No saieing required. To find out
more call 601-380-0371 or e-
mail rsargent@nrthstaralarrn.
com
MODELS
I
" STUDENTS NEEDED f6r"
Idaho's Films, T. V., Extras,
Modeling ,and promotional
work, $72-$770 dally. No
school or experience required.
Call 208-433-9511
- " - - .
RECRUITMENT PARTY:
Have FUll Arid Get Hlredl A
growing locallntornat compa-
hy now' hiring',fun, enthusiastic
& antrapreneuliallndIvlduals Is,
throwing. a raa;ullment party-
downtown Bolsa at Thomas
Hammerl298 N; 8th Street)
onThul'$day~ March, Z2,2007
at 6:30 pm. Free snacks and
~r!nksprOvldedl Pleasa bring
Y9l1rresume~:andll)aptCllllf
you own one .. Bring your, stu.
dentld and' be entered Into a
raffle toWin $15 dollars I
Prizes!
~
Dinncr and I\IO\'ic for 2
Ticket, for d!awillg art' Sltl
9 Of a sickly
complexion
10 Cockeyed
11 Allergic reaction
12 Royal role for Liz
13 Biddies
19 Greek letter
21 Threesomes
23 Proverbs
preceder
24 Writer of
"Dialogues of
the Dead"
25 Singer Franklin
26 Casual
automaton
29 Logan and
Fitzgerald
31 Studio apt.
32 Argentine
grasslands
33 Mom or dad
34 Accent
37 _Cruz, CA
40 Yikes!
42 Soothsayers
45 So out it's in
47 Dodge model
Solutions
DISCOUNT COM·
PUTERSTORE
RJM Computers ill Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts end sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Over-
land Road in Boise. (206) 472-
2600. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wire-
less Intemet account. FREe
technical support,' call 472-
2600 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician,
'WORK IT
I· PART-TIME
ADMIN NEEDED
Full- Time or Part - Time Avail-
able, If you are responsible,
have the ability to type, fo-
cused, and willing to take on a
challenge come join our team.
We are looking for someone
to help transfer, track, and
maintain sales data. Need to
be comfortable with Microsoft
programs and work In a fast
paced environment
If you are Interested' send a
resume to humanrlisources@
allamerlcanpublishing.com or
contact Francie @ 376-5060,
50 Rugged range
.52 Lady of Spain
54 Sits tight
56 Cabal unit
57 vera
58 Sacks
59 Vigoda and
Lincoln
60 Dance move
63 Double curve
65 Volleyball filler
66 Diplomat
Hammarskjold
67 That woman
BRONCOSNEED·
JOSS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise, 100% FREE to Joinl
Click on Surveys.
SUdoku By Michael Mepham
12
i
5
Level: II[!][!]~
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.orq.ak.
SOlution to' Saturday's puzzle
6
1 8 9
----- --I·,··",,,,,,,
9
7 35
7 5
4
9 8 1 2 -:-'I~6 7 5I,,,, _ .._ ...5 7 4 1 2 3 8
6 3 2 7 518 4 9 1
2 1 7 3
~~-~- ~T~)'~--- ,3 ~j.~- 8 1 4_. __ .. -,,-,-i~ -',,-
8 4i5 6 7 2 9! 1 3
7 2 8 4 3 6 1 15 9
4 9 3 5 2 1 7:8 6
1 5 6 9 8 7 314 2
3
.4 3 8
" --
1 9
5
_._. __ ._- -_._._ ..- -_ .._--
2 4
COMICS
HOW CAN
I ACHIEVE
MY FULL
POTENTIAL?
YOU
ALREfo.DY
Hfo.VE.
(
WHfo.T?
SERIOUSLY.
YOU fo.LREfo.DY
PEfo.KED.
\
~
~ I Cfo.METO
1; HUMAN
II ,RESOURCES
g FOR SOME~~ GUIDfo.NCE.
i )
~
o
THAT'S
WHAT
TIPPED
ME OFF.
E
8g
III
~
1
CATBERT: EVIL DIRECTOR ~ THE PLAN IS THfo.T WE'LL ~
I-..:.O,;""F.:.H;,.:;U_M_A_N_R_E_S_O_U_R_C_ES---ti K5~ ~f~D A:~~~~ ~~:JL :
~ ELBONIAN TO DO YOUR g
~ JOB FOR LESS.I'D LIKE TO
DISCUSS MY
CAREER PLfo.N. E
8
t:
8
L..--WU.---'---"""'--' 1L..----"'--.;;;......;;:a,,;::o,.-... .....
EVERYTHING YOU
DO IS DIFFERENT
FROM THE WAY I
WOULD DO IT.
THAT'S HOW I KNOW
·YOU'RE DOING EVERY-
THING WRONG.
I
i
IN OTHER WORDS,
BLAH, BLAH, MAYBE
SOMEDAY YOU WILL
GET fo.PROMOTION.
II
IWOULONT
BE Mfo.KING
THAT fACE.
7 8
6
829
9/16106Sudoku on Mobile. Enter 7a3658.com In your mobile Web,browser. Get a free game! Some ,,,m,,, dw"" may """'"
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Today's Birthday (03-2,
You're,changing in many
this year, not th.\:;!!!ilSt:iif'
is financial. Yd't{ , . n
perspectives on /1
works, 'Don't be ilf
natural part ofgrlJ
Toget the advanta ,check the
day's rating: 10Is the easiest day,
o the most challengitlg,
Aries (March 21-
Today is an 8_You
of ideas, some ofw
than others. The one
pay for everything is
flawed premise.
Taurus (April 20
Todayis an 8.Th
but you can ace
and you're char
make it look eas
to make conces
Can~Qrtrte #~July22)
To'dayisim 8.A~()clai ...,.,""''''''''''',
akes up a iotmore
anticipated. It's (.
time Isvaluable.
can't replace It.,
Leo Ouly23-A
Today is a1. Follow
orders you've been glyen. There
many benefits to be received for
, 'tmessit
·ec. 22-Jan.19)
e lovedoesn't care
ch youhave, except
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